Dr. Greg Finch
Associate Certified Coach (ACC)
For more than two decades as a leadership and organizational development strategist, medical school and university
educator, and ICF ACC certified coach — Dr. Greg L. Finch has equipped high impact individuals and
organizations to confidently navigate dynamic opportunities and ever-evolving challenges of their workplace,
relationships, and best possible life — with elegant skill, creative flow, and sparkling resilience. As a catalyst, guide,
pragmatist, coach, educator, and accountability partner Greg crafts judgment-free zones — brimming with
compassion and humor — where clients discover and then forge potential into remarkable impact.
With laser-focused precision — Greg guides clients to identify, articulate, and powerfully engage their innate
strengths, internal values, and aspirations while introducing dynamic organizational and leadership insight,
competencies, and enterprise strategies that deliver measurable, enhanced performance, impact, and wellbeing. From
C-Suite and Senior Executives to High Potential, Mid-Career, and Succession Candidates — Greg’s clients
consistently advance as senior leaders and change agents within the ranks of demanding national and international
environments, including Fortune 50, public, private, healthcare, academic, military and veterans, NGO, and social
impact sectors.
Dr. Finch’s university adjunct appointments — George Washington University School of Medicine & Behavioral
Sciences, George Mason University Center for the Advancement of Well-Being, and Georgetown University — fuel
evidence-based rigor, vibrant curiosity, and resourced pragmatism in every coaching alliance. Leveraging
psychosocial expertise in strengths-based leadership, cross-cultural and intergenerational communication; corporate
ethics, racial and gender equity, transition and change, and somatic wellbeing and resilience — Greg accompanies
every client with “exceptional intuition” and “unwavering support.”
Clients consistently rate Greg as “excellent” in accelerating insight and clarity, action strategies, and improved
performance alongside increased mastery and satisfaction throughout their lives, relationships, and endeavors.
Clients report emerging from their coaching alliances “unblocked,” “energized,” and “prepared” to lead with
authenticity, clarity, compassion, and values-driven action.
As they become increasingly skilled in leading from their strengths and values with new competencies —
transformation ignites throughout every facet of their world. Life becomes remarkably productive, fun, and
satisfying again.
Greg holds his doctorate in Medicine, Spiritual Life, and Aesthetics alongside degrees and certifications in
Architecture and Environmental Design, Arts Management, and Divinity from Princeton Seminary, Wesley
Seminary, the American University, and Texas A&M University, and was an Associate Fellow of the George
Washington Institute for Spirituality and Health. Greg gifts forward in a range of community endeavors and is most
grateful for his work with Stand Beside Them, providing coaching for veterans alongside their families and
caregivers.
Having lived on both coasts— with stops including Washington DC, Los Angeles, Houston, Dallas, Princeton, and
Harpers Ferry — Greg continues to cycle, Zumba, yoga, kayak, chorus, write and photograph his way around this
great big world from his home base in the sky overlooking Baltimore’s Inner Harbor.

